cotrOsion or damage. It is the isolation and identification of individual markings that
theoretically allows a firearms and tooImark examiner to reach identification conclusions.
12.

Although firearms and toolmark examiners frequently state that every tool

produces toolmarks with unique individual characteristics, in addition to being
scientifically questionable (see para. 8 above), this statement is inconsistent with
established knowledge within the discipline that not all manufacturing processes result in
firearms Or other tools with such difterentiated surfaces that each tool produces toolmarks
with unique, individual characteristics. Some manufacturing processes create batches of
tools with similarities in appearance, size, or surface finish that set them apart from other
tools of the same type. The too1marks produced by tools in the batch have matching
microscopic characteristics, called subclass characteristics, that distinguish them from
too1marks produced by other tools of the type, but are common to all toolmarks produced
by tools in the batch. The individual characteristics which firearms and too1mark
examiners consider to be unique to the toolmarks produced by individual guns or other
tools mayor may not also be present on the tooImarks produced by newly manufactured
tools in the batch. While wear and tear on some tools may cause the subclass
characteristics on their too1marks to be completely replaced by individual characteristics,
in other tools, subclass characteristics may persist alongside individual characteristics.

See, e.g., AFTE, Theory o/Identification as it Relates to Toolmarks, 30(1) AFTE J. 86,
88 (1998); Alfred A Biasetti & John Murdock:, "Criteria/or Identification" ar "State 0/

the Art" a/Firearms and Toolmarkldentiflcation, 16 AFTE 1. 16, 17 (1984); M.S.
Bonfimti & J. DeKinder, The Influence 0/Mamffacttlring Processes on the Identificatian
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a/Bullets and Cartridge Cases·A Review a/the Literature, 39 Science & Justice 3,
passim (1999).
13.

Even assuming argUlmdo that toolmarks can be proven to be unique and

reproducible, three major difticuities stand in the way of firearms and toolmark
examiners' goal of identifying one and only one tool as the source of a particular
toohnark(s). A first barrier tends to be obscW'oo by firearms and toohnark ex.aminers'
ambiguous use of the tean "individual characteristics." Ex.aminers sometimes use the
ternl to refer to the entire unique microscopic marks that are theoretically produced by
individual tools. At other times, the tean ''individual characteristics" is used to refer to
the component microscopic marks, which are not in themselves unique to any too~ that
come together as a pattern to comprise the microscopic marks that are allegedly unique to
particular tools. The component nature of the individual characteristics oftoo1marks was
recognized as early as 1935: ''It is probably true that no two firearms with the same class
characteristics will produce the SlUlle signature, but it is likewise true that each element of
a firearm's signature may be found in the signatures of other firearms ...." JACK D.
GUNTHER & C.O. GUNTHER, THE IDENTIFICATION OF FIREARMS 90-91
(1935), quoted in Biasotti & Murdock. supra. at 17. See also United State1.· v. Monteiro,

407 F.Supp.2d at 360-361 (citing Schwartz, A Systemic Challenge. supra. at 6, and that
article's citation of Gunther and Gunther for the proposition that "[slome of the
individual characteristics oftoo1marks are comprised of non-unique marks"); J.I.
Thornton & J.L. Peterson, The General Assumptions and Rationale 0/ Forensic

Identification, in D.L. Faigman, D.H. Kaye, M.J. Saks & J. Sanders (eds.), Science in the
Law: Forensic Science Issues (2002) at 5-6, quoted in NRC Ballistics Imaging Report,
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supra, at 57 (''It should be recognized that an individual characteristic, taken in isolation,
might not in itselfbe unique. The uniqueness of an object may be established by an
ensemble ot'individual characteristics.").
14.

As a result of the overlapping individual characteristics of the toolmarks

made by different tools, misidentifications may result because examiners assume that a
certain amount of resemblance proves that the same tool produced both test and evidence
toolmarks, when the same amount of resemblance is possible between toolmarks
produced by different tools. See. e.g.. United States v. Monteiro, 407 F. Supp. 2d at 361;
D.Q. Burd & P.L. Kirk, Tool Marks- Factors Involved in Their Comparison and Use as

Evidencft, 32 J. Crim. L., Criminology & Police Sci. 679 (1942); A.A.

Biasott~

A

Statistical Study ofthe Individual Charactftrl$tics ofFired Bullets, 4 1. Forensic Sci. 34
(1959) ("A Statistical Study") (matches of 15 to 20% of the striae per land or groove

impression of bullets fired from different .38 Special Smith & Wesson revolvers were
frequently found). Prominent firearms and toolmark examiners Alfred Biasott~ John
Murdock, and Bruce Moran state that in their experience, many of the disagreements
between examiners about the conclusions warranted in a particular case "stem from One
examiner ascnbing too much significance to a small amount of matching striae and not
appreciating that such agreement is achievable in known non-match comparisons."

ScientifIC Issues. in 4 David L. Faigman, et. aI, Modern Scientific Evidence 592, 610
(2008-2009). See also Biasotti & Murdock, supra, at 17 ("We have come to expect to

fmd small, isolated areas of corresponding striae agreement when comparing tooImarks
known to have been produced by different working surfaces."). Starting in the 1990's,
use of the Integr.ated Ballistics IdentificaUon System (IBIS), Ii computerized comparison
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system for bullets and cartridge cases, led to increased awareness of the danger that
examiners might erroneously conclude that toolmarks were made by the same tool when
they were in fact made by different tools. Joseph J. Masson observed that as the IBIS
data base grew for bullets fired from guns of a particular cahber, increasing similarities
were discovered in the toolrnarks on bullets known to have been fired by different guns
of that caliber. MasSOn, Confidence Level Variations in Firearms Identification through

Computerized Technology, 29 (1) AFTE J. 42 (1997). The similarities between known
non-matching toolmarks were sometimes so great that even WIder a comparison
microscope, it was difficult to tell the tooJmarks apart and not erroneously attrtbute them
to the same gun. Id. at 43. Studies have also found that as the IBIS database was
expanded to include increasing numbers of cartridge cases that bad been test fired by
guns of the same caliber and make, the top ten or even fifteen candidate matches that

IBIS listed fur a queried cartridge case increasingly did not include the cartridge case
known to have been test fired by the same gun. See Frederic Tulleners, Technical

Evaluation: Feasibility of a Ballistics Imaging Databasefor All New Handgun Sales
\,AB 17I 7 Study') (2001), at 1-4, 1-6, www.nss£orglpdfr'teclmicalevaluation.pdf: Jan De
Kinder, Review AB] 717 Report. Technical Evaluation Feasibility ofa Ballistics Imaging

Databasefor All New Handgun Sales (2002) at 3, www. nss£org/pdtldekinder.pdf
(independent review sllIllIIltlrizing and supporting the ABI717 Study's findings); Jan De
Kinder, Frederic Tulleners & Hugues Thiebaut, Reference Ballistics Imagining Database

Peljormance. 140 Forensic Science Intemational207, 211-15 (2004); NRC Ballistics
Imaging Report, supra, at 239 (stating that ''DeKinder et al. (2004) compellingly
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demonstrate that [IBIS's) performance can degrade in databases ±loaded with same-classcharacteristic images").
15.

Due to the similarity of the toolmarks left on bullets by different guns, in

2000, the Georgia Bureau ofInvestigation Crime Laboratory was unable to identify the
officer who was responsible for the accidental shooting of an innocent bystander. All of
the officers involved were using Glock pistols, and the Crime Laboratory could not
determine which of the Glocks had fired the bullet recovered from the victim.
Subseq ~ently, problems with "matching" particular Glock pistols to particular bullets
became evident throughout the State. Letter from Richard Ernst, Firearms Section
Manager, Georgia Bureau of Investigation Crime Laboratory, to Fellow Firearms
Examiners, dated 2107/00, at htW:llwww.afte.orglGlockS.htm. See also Lucien C. Haag,
Identifiable Bullets/rom Glocks il'l 60 Seconds, Abstract of Presentation at AFTE

Training Seminar, May 28, 2003,
http://afte.org/TrainingSeminar/AFTE2003/Sumroariesiafte2003wed.htm ( "It is wellknown among foreann examiners that bullets ... fired from any of the various calibers of
Glock pistols can seldom be matched back to the firearm from which they were
discharged. This appears to be due to the mirror-like finish of the hammer forged
polygonal bores in these pistols.").
16.

The second major difficulty in the way ofreliable firearms and toolmark

identifications is that the marks a tool makes change over time. This makes firearms and
tooimark identification much more problematic than fingerprint identification since,
except in fare cases of disease or injury, an individual's fingerprints remain the same over
time. See, e.g., Emmett M Flynn, Tool Mark Identification, 2 J. Forens. Sci. 95, 102
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(1957); Giannelli, supra, at 202-03 (1991) (explaining why the analogy between firearms
and fingerprint identification is misleading); Stephen Stigler, Galton and Identification by

Fingerprints, 140 Genetics 857 (1995) (praising Galton for recognizing that proving that
"[aln individual's prints [are] persistent over time" was a crucial step in establishing that
a single individual can be reliably identified as the source ofa particular fingerprint(s)
(italics omitted»; United States v. Monteiro. 407 F.Supp.2d at 362 ("A perfect
correspondence between the lines on a test fired cartridge and the evidence recovered
from the scene is impossible; in the real world, there is no such thing as a 'perfeot
match. "'); NRC Ballistics Imaging Report, supra, at 279 (stating that an important
difference between fingerprint and facial recognition imaging systems, on the one hand,
and ballistics imaging systems, on the other "emanates from the stochastic natme of
ballistics; that is, noise and variation in fingerprints comes from acquisition; in ballistics
there is the additiorial process of generating the physical characteristics that are then
going to be acquired changes each time"). In fact, firearms and toolmark examiners do
not expect the toolmarks on bullets fired from the same gun to ever be exactly alike. See,

e.g., Bruce Moran, Firearms Examiner Expert Witness Testimony, 32 (3) AFrE 1. 231,
242 (Summer 2000); Eliot Springer, Toolmark Examinatit>ns-A Review ofIts [sic]

Development in the Literature, 40 J. Forensic Sci 964, 965 (1995). The changes in
toolmarks reflect the changes in a tool's surfaces that occur as the tool is used and/or as
damage or corrosion occur. An additional cause of differences among the toolmarks a
particular gun leaves on ammunition is that ''pressures and velocities involved in the
physical interaction between the weapon and the ammunition at tiring are subject to
intrinsic variation from shot to shot, thus resulting in variations of the shape, orientation,
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and localization of the signature markings, even fur the same combination of
fireannlammunition type." Nicola Senin, Roberto Groppett~ Luciano Garofimo, Paolo
Fratini & Michele Piemi, Three Dimensional Surface Topography Acquisition and

Analysisfor Firearm Identification, 51(2) J. Forens. Sci. 282 (March 2006). See aiso
Collaborative T~iing Services, Inc. (CTS), Firearms Examination Test No. 06-526

Summary Report at 40, http://www.collaborativetesting.comlreports/2626 web.odf
(2006) (comment by proficiency test taker that "[0Jur speciments I and 3 were excellent
examples of how differences in pressure and/or primer hardness can vary samples fired
from the same weapon.[sic] Item 3 displayed II hemispherical firing pin impression with
F.P. drag and firing pin aperture with a shear mark. While Item 1 displayed only faint
FP A and no drag. The granular breechface marks varied greatly. A probable ejector

wipe on the rims [sic] edge overlapped less than 10%."). In addition, the Banle gun is
likely to leave different marks on bullets and cartridge cases of different makes. See. e.g"
Benjamin Bachrach. A Statistical Validation ofthe Individuality of Guns using 3D

Images ofBullets, Grant Number 97-LB-VX-0008, Final Report at 22 (National Institute
of Justice 2006), available at http://www.ncjrs.gov/odffilesllnij/grants/213674.odf
("Whenever an evidence bullet is found in a crime scene and test fires are perfonned to
attempt an identification with a suspect gun, firearms examiners traditionally try to use
either the same ammunition brand or a similar ammunition as that of the evidence bullet.
An important conclusion ... of this study was to validate practice. "); Moran, Firearms

Examiner Expert Witness Testimony, supra, at 237 (stating that ''the type of ammunition
can have an effect on the manner in which a bullet is marked during its passage down the

gun barrel"); Tsumell Uchiyama, Too/mark Reproducibility on Fired Bullets and
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Expended Cartridge Cases, 40 (1) AFfE J. 3, 8-9 (Winter 2008) (finding in a study of
100 rounds fired from the same Hi-Point 9mm Luger pistol that "[i]t was generally
difficult to find matching striations between different brands of bullets" and that with
regard to firing pin impressions, ''similarity between cartridges from different
manufacturers was low, eVen between successively fired cartridge cases"); De Kinder,
Tlllleners & Thiebaut, supra. at 214 (finding that in regard to cartridge cases, "the IBIS
performance is dramatically impaired when different anununition is used").
17.

As a consequence of the impermanence oftoolmarks, differences between

evidence and test toolmarks will sometimes be correctly attn'buted to changes in the
surfaces of the suspect tool between the time the evidence and test too1marks were made.
At other times, such an attn'bution will be wrong; the evidence and testtoolmarks differ
because the source of the evidence mark was a tool similar, but not identical, to the
suspect tool. In his classic 1955 study, descn'bed in 1997 as ''the most exhaustive
statistical empirical study [of firearms and too1mark identification] ever published,"
Alfred A. Biasotti found matches of21-38% on bullets fired from the same .38 Special
Smith & Wesson revolver and frequently fuund matches of 15-20% of the striae per land
or groove impression on bullets fired from different .38 Special Smith & Wesson
revolvers.

Biasott~

A Statistical Study, supra, at 37-38; Ronald O. Nichols, Firearms and

Toolmark Irkntiflcation Criteria: A Review of the Literature, 42 J. Forensic Sci. 466, 467
(1997). This near-complete overlap in the amount of similarity in toolmarks produced by
the same and different guns strongly suggests that examiners can make misidentifications

by wrongly attributing differences between too1marks made by different tools to changes
in the same tool over time. As Judge Gertner recognized in United States v. Green, "Just
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because the marks on the [cartridge] casings are different does not mean that they come
from different guns. Repeated firings from the same weapon, particularly over a long
period of time, could produce different marks as a result of wear or simply by accident."
405 F.Supp.2d at lOS. See also NRC Ballistics Imaging Report, supra, at 55 (uIn the
specific context of firearms and toolmark identification, derivation of an objective,
statistical basis for rendering decisions is hampered by the fundamentally random nature

of the firing process. The exact same conditions - of ammunition, of wear and
cleanliness of firearms parts, ofbuming of propellant particles, and the resulting gas
pressure, and so forth - do not necessarily apply for every shot from every gun. ").
18.

A third major barrier in the way of reliable firearms and toolmark

identifications is that a tool may be wrongly identified as the source of a toolmark it did
not produce if an examiner confuses subclass characteristics oftoolmarks produced by
more than one tool with individual characteristics oftoolmarks produced by one and only
one tooL See United States v. Green, 405 F. SuPP: 2d at III ("Plainly, confusing
individual characteristics with class or sub-class ones could lead to false negatives, as
well as false positives."); Monteiro, 407 F. Supp. 2d at 363 (citing Schwartz, A Systemic

Challenge, supra, at 8, for "highlight[ing] the complexity of comparing patterns because
of the difficuhy in distinguishing between class, subclass, and individual
characteristics"). For example, the microscopic striations on bullets may be subclass
characteristics, rather than individual characteristics. See, e.g.. Ronald G. Nichols,

Defending the Scientific Foundations ofthe Firearms and Tool Mark Identification
Discipline: Responding to Recent Challenges, 52(3) J. Forens. Sci. 5S6, 587 (May 2007)
(UDr1"ending the Scientific FoundiJtions ") (describing studies finding subclass
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characteristics on bullet toolmarks); Jerry Miller, An Examination of the Application of

the Con.servative Criteria for Identification a/Striated Toolmarks USing Bullets Fired
from Ten Consecutively Rifled Barrels, 31(2) AFfE 1. 125,128 (2001) (finding both
subclass and individual characteristics on the striated toolmarks on both land and groove
impressions of bullets fired by used guns); Jerry Miller, An Examination of Two

Consecutively Rifled Barrels and a Review ofthe Literature, 32(3) AFJ'E J. 259, 260
(Summer 2000) (the toolmarks on bullets fired fi'om ten consecutively manufactured
gang broach barrels were so similar that a false identification would have resulted if the
characteristics had been incorrectly identified as individua~ rather than subclass,
characteristics). Additionally, on the basis of studies finding subclass, rather than
indi vidua~ characteristics on firing pin impressions and breech face marks, prominent
fireanns and too1mark examiners have warned that reliable firearms identifications
cannot be based on either of these marks alone. See Bonfanti & DeKinder, supra. at 5
("A probable solution to th[e] problem [of misidentifications resulting from confusing
subclass with individual characteristics] lies in a comparison of all the marks present on a
cartridge case (breech face impressions, firing pin impression, ejector mark, extractor
mark, and marks generally by dynamic processes)."); Nichols, Defending the Scientific

Foundations, supra, at 588 (stating that "firearms and tool mark examiners are aware that
[firing pin inlpressions] are not wholly reliable fur identification to a specific firearm,"
and that "Breech face marks can be cut, milled or stamped. In each case, subclass
characteristics may be produced. ").
19.

The danger that misidentifications will result fi'om confusing subclass with

individual charclCteristics is particularly great because firearms and toolmark examiners
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have not arrived at either strict rules for determining whether a microscopic pattern on a
too1mark is an individual or a subclass characteristic or strict rules as to which tools or
manufacturing processes do or do not produce toolmarks with subclass characteristics.
At most, publications by fireanns and toolmark examiners provide rough rules of thumb
about circumstances in Which subclass characteristics are or are not likely to occur. If
they are to avoid misidentifications based on confusing subclass characteristics shared by
more than one tool with individual characteristics unique to one and only one too~
examiners need to rely on personal familiarity with types of funning and finishing
processes and their reflections in toolmarks. See. e.g., Biasotti & Murdock, supra, at 1819 ("Because what would constitute these sub-class features is a function of the relative

hardness of the too~ the material, and the dynamics of the cutting process, it is not

currently possible to describe them in quantitative terms. . .. Pending further research
that would allow us to quantify these features, examiners will have to rely on a subjective
. evaluation .... "); Ronald Nichols, The Scientific Foundations o/Firearms and Too/mark

Exomination - A Response to Recent Challenges, CACNews 8, 15 (Znd Quarter Z006) ("A
Response to Recent Challenges 'J, available at www.cacnews.org/pdfsl2ndq06.pdf
("(T)here is not one conscientious fireanns and toolmark examiner who would suggest

that personal fiuniliarity with tool finishing processes and their effects on tool surfaces is
anything but vital to the proper understanding of subclass characteristics. Without such
knowledge and appreciation of manufacturing techniques, examiners would have no way
of ascertaining if ~'Ubc1ass characteristics could exist. "); Biasotti, Murdock & Moran,

supra, at 601 D.Z.
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20.

There is an even greater danger that subclass characteristics will be

confused with individual characteristics when, instead of comparing test and evidence
toolmarlcs to see if a particular gun produced the marks on crime scene ammunition
components, examiners compare the too1marks on various ammunition components to
see if they were produced by the same gun. In 1984, Biasotti & Murdock, contrasted

"comparing bullet with bullet or toolmark with toolmark where nO gun or tool is available
for study" with comparisons "[w]hen guns or tools are available [and) their working or
bearing surfaces can be examined and determinations made relative to whether they are

capable of producing class, sub-class or individual toolrnarks." Supra. at 19. More
recently,

Biasott~

Murdock and Moran stated that "[tJhe examiner's greatest chance for

success [in distinguishing between subclass and individual characteristics] is when the
responsible tool is available for eltalllination," supra.at 601 n.2, and that when a suspect
gllIl or other tool has not been recovered, "[iJt is not IlIlCOmmon ... for the examiner to

write a report that states that sufficient microscopic agreement is present to suggest that
the same tool made the series oftoo1marks, but that a conclusive opinion can be rendered
only after an examination of the responsible tooL" Id. at 605. On the basis of similar
reasoning, some firearms and toolmark examiners have criticized the Collaborative
Testing Service ("CTS") proficiency tests for asking them to make identifications in the
absence of a gun. On a 2003 test, one examiner commented that: "A cast of the firearm's
breech face would have been taken to rule out any sub-class charactem."tics from the
similar ammunition used fur tests in this comparison." CTS, Firearn'/$ Examination Test

No. 03-526 Summary Report 35, at
http://www .collaborativetesting.comlreports/2326 web.pdf(2003). Another wrote that:
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"In an actual case, I would not except [sic] test fired cartridge cases from another agency
or intraagency. I would want to examine the tool working sW'faces of the firearm in order
to eliminate the possibility of subclass carryover." Id.
21.

Drawing identification conclusions without considering the possibility of

subclass characteristics contravenes the warning, in the AFTE Theory ofIdentification,
that "Caution should be exercised in distinguishing SUBCLASS CHARACTERlSTICS

from INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS." 30 (1) AFTE 1. 86, 88 (1998). Firearms
and too1mark examiner Btuce Moran explained that the term "subclass characteristics"
was coined in 1989 and incorporated in the AFTE glossary definitious in 1992 after there
were misidentifications of striated toolmarks in real cases in the 1980's. Bruce Moran, A

Report on the AFTE Theory ofIdentification and Range of Cone/usions for Tool Mark
Identification and Resulting Approaches to Casework, 34 (2) AFTE J. 227, 227-28
(Spring 2002). As tool making technology improves, subclass carryover among gun
components and other tools is likely to increase and lead to an increasingly serious risk of
misidentifications. See Gene C. Rivera, Subclass Characteristics in Smith & Wesson

SW40VE Sigma Pistols, 39 (3) AFTE J. 247, 250 (Summer 2007) ("As the technology in
tool making improves, causing the tools to become less susceptible to wear and thus
change, it will only become more problematic for the firearm and tool mark examiner.");
Stephanie 1. Eckerman, A Study of Consecutively Manufactured Chisels, 34{4) AFTE J.
379 (Fall 2002) ("As tool manufacturers min~ the steps necessaty to produce tools in
an effort to become more efficient and economical, the possibility for tools produced with
similar [subclass] characteristics increases."); Biasotti, Murdock and Moran, supra at
598 ("The manufilcturer's goal is to produce many items of the sanle shape that are,
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within certain tolerances, the same sil!:e. They also want each of these items to have an
acceptable surtace finish or appearance.... The manutacturers are not, however,
concerned that many or all of these items may bear toohnarks composed of subclass
characteristics depending on the way in which they were manufactured.").
22.

Jointly, the three major difficuhies in the way ofreliable firearms and

toolmark identification imply that identity determinations are inherently probabilistic.
On the one hand, substantial resemblances between toolmarks produced by different tools

may result from shared subclass characteristics or from similarities between the marks
comprising the individual characteristics oftoohnarks. On the other hand, because the
surtaces of tools change over time, even toohnarks made by the same tool do not
pertectlymatch. The similarities between the toolmarks produced by different tools and
the differences between the toolmarks produced by the same tool imply that a statistical
question must be answered to determine whether a particular tool was the source of the
toolmark on an object recovered from a crime scene: what is the likelihood that the
toohnarks made by a randomly selected tool of the same type would do as good a job as
the tooJmarks made by the suspect tool at matching the characteristics of the evidence
toolmark?
23.

As stated earlier, in 1935, Gunther and Gunther recognized the

probabilistic nature offirearms and too1mark identification: "It is probably true that no
two firearms with the same class characteristics will produce the same signature, but it is
likewise true that each element ofa firearm's signature may be found in the signatures of
other firearms .... An individual peculiarity of a firearm can, therefore, be established by
elements of identity which form a combination the coexistence of which is highly
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·improbable in the signature of other firearms with the same class characteristios." Supra,
at 90..91. Although Biasotti and Murdock supra, 16 AFfE J. at 17, quoted Gunther and
GWlther's statement with approval in 1984, in 2008 and 2009, the NRC Ballistics
Imaging and Forensic Science Reports respectively found that statistical foundations had
yet to be developed for firearms and tooJmark identifications. According to the Forensic
Science Report, "the decision ofthe toolmark examiner remains a subjeotive decision
based on unarticulated standards and no statistical foundation for estimation of error
rates." Supra at 5-20 (footnote omitted). ''Forensic science reports, and any courtroom
testimony stelruning from them, must include clear characterizations oftbe limitations of
the analyses, including associated probabilities where possible.... In order to enable this,
research must be undertaken to evaluate the reliability of the steps of the various
identification methods and the confidence intervals associated with the overall
conclusions." ld. at 6-3. The Ballistics Imaging Report concluded that:

Conclusions drawn infireanns identification should not be made to imply
the presence of afirm statistical basis where nolle has been demoflStrated.
Specifically, .,. examiners tend to cast their assessments in bold absolutes,
commonly asserting that a match can be made 'to the exclusion of all
other firearms in the world.' Such comments cloak an inherently
subjective assessment ofa match with an extreme probability statement
that has no firm grounding and unrealistically implies an error rate of zero.
Supra, at 82. See also United States v. Glynn, 578 F.Supp.2d 567,571 (S.D.N.Y. 2008)
(concluding that firearms and toolmark identification "lacked the rigor of science and
that, whatever else it might be, its methodology was too subjective to permit OpiniOIlS to
be stated to 'a reasonable degree of ballistic certainty''').
24.

Some firearms and toolmark examiners concede that identity statements

are probabilistic, but nonetheless maintain that reliable conclusions can be reached
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through the traditional, subjective approach of relying on inarticulable, mind's eye
criteria. For example, notwithstanding his avowed recognition that identity statements
are not absolute, Ronald Nichols recently stated that "[w]hile oft critie~ed, the concept of
'I know a match when I see it' has its basis in [firearms and tool mark examiners'
extensive] training." De/ending the Scientific Foundation'S, at 589. To the contrary, the
NRC Forensic Science Report explained that extensive empirical and statistical work is
needed to support identity conclusions, and that the requisite work has not been done for
any forensic science except nuclear DNA identification. "The detennmation of
uniqueness requires measurements of object attnbutes, data collected on the population
frequency of variation in these attnbutes, testing of attribute independence, and
calculations of the probability that different objects share a connnon source of observable
attnbutes." Supra, at 1-7. "[NJo forensic method other than nuclear DNA analysis has
been rigorously shown to have the capacity to consistently and with a high degree of
certainty support conclusions about 'indiVidualization' (more commonly known as
'matching' of an unknown item of evidence to a specific known source)." Supra at 3-2.

The Report made it clear that these criticisms extend to firearms and tooImark
identification.
TooImark: and firearms analysis suffers from the same limitations [as other
types of] impression evidence. Because not enough is known about the
variabilities among individual tools and guns, we are not able to specify
bow many points of similarity are necessary for a given level of
confidence in the result. Sufficient studies have not been done to
understand the reliability and repeatability of the methods ....
A fundamental problem with too1mark and firearms analysis is the lack of
a precisely defined process [for reaching identification conclusions] ....
'" Overall, the process fur toolmark and firearms comparison lacks the
specificity oftbe protocols for, say, 13 STR DNA analysis. This is not to
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say that t001mark analysis needs to be as objective as DNA analysis in
order to provide value.... But the protocols for DNA analysis do represent
a precisely specified, and scientifically justified, series of steps that lead to
results with well-characterized confidence limits, and that is the goal for
all the methods offorensic science.

Id. at 5-21.
25.

The NRC Forensic Science Report's criticisms of the traditional, ''I know

it when I see it" approach to forensic identification are similar to those that some fOrensic
scientists have advanced. Biasotti stated in 1964 that when firearms and toolmark
examiners follow the traditiona~ subjective approach, they implicitly admit that "we lack
necessary statistical data which would permit us to formulate precise criteria for
distinguishing between identity and nonidentity with a reasonable degree of certainty."

The Principles ofEvidence Evaluation as Applied /0 Firearms and Tool Mark
Identijicarjon, 9 1. Forens. Sci. 428, 430 (1964) ("Principles of Evidence Evaluation").
Other examiners have criticized the subjective approach for contlicting with the scientific
value of "as fur as possible, support[ing one's] opinion by reference to logical reasoning
and an established corpus of scientific knowledge." Christophe Champod & Ian W.
Evett, A Probabilistic Approach to Fingerprint IdentifICation Evidence. 51 J. Forensic

Identification 101, 106 (2001) (labeling this value ''transparency''); C. Champod, D.
Baldwin, F. Tarom, & J.S. Buckleton, Firearm and Tool Marks Identification: The

Bayesian Approach, 35(3) AFrE 1. 307, 310-11 (2003) (implying that the subjective
approach to firearms and toolmark identification contlicts with the scientific value of
transparency). They have mged forensic scientists to move away from "the stereotype
[of] the distinguished, greying individual on the stand saying, 'my opinion is based on my
many years of experience in the field.'" Champod & Evett, supra, at 106.
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26.

The AFTE Theory ofIdentification does nothing to cure the absence of

statistical empirical fOWldations for fireanns and toolmark identifications. The Theory
states that there is an e"ceedingly small likelihood that any tool besides the suspect tool
produced the evidence toohnark(s) when the observed agreement between test and
evidence toolmarks is superior to that of the best known non-match and consonant with
that of the best known match. Theory ofIdenJiftcaticn as it Relates to Toolmark$, supra,
at 86. However, because "there is no universal agreement as to how much
correspondence exceeds the best known nonmatchiug situation" (Nichols, Defending the

Scientific Foundations, supra, at 589), the AFTE Theory provides examiners with no
objective guidance about when to declare a match. The NRC Forensic Science Report
detailed the problems with the AFfE Theory.
A fundamental problem with too1mark and firearms analysis is the
lack of a precisely defined process•...AFTE has adopted a theory
of identification, but it does not provide a specific protocol ... The
meaning[s] of'e"ceeds the best agreement' and 'consistent with' are not
specified, and the examiner is expected to draw on his or her own
experience. This AFfE docwnent, which is the best guidance
available for the field oftoolmark identification, does not even consider,
let alone address, questions regarding variability, reliability, repeatability
Or the number of correlations needed to achieve a given degree of
confidence.

Supra at 5-21. See also United States v. Monteiro, 407 F.Supp.2d at 369-70 (recognizing
that the AFTE Theory "leaves much to be desired ..•. it is not a numeric or statistical
standard, but is based on the individual examiner's expertise" and criticizing the Theory
fur being "tautological: it requires each examiner to decide when there is 'sufficient
agreement' oftoolmarks to constitute an 'identification"'). The problems with the AFfE
Theory are epitomized by Ronald Nichols's acknowledgement that examiners in different
parts of the United States are likely to develop different conceptions oftbe ''best known
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non-match." This implies that the AFI'E Theory ofldentitication is likely to yield
different conclusions, depending on where examiners work See Nichols, Dejending the
Scientific Foundations, supra, at 590 ("For example, an examiner in California has access
to certain training materials with comparing known nonmatches that establish a baseline
correspondence. It is very likely that an examiner in the Northeast has different materials
and will therefore develop a different experiential concept of the best-known
nonmatch. ").
27.

By contrast to examiners who follow the traditiona~ ''I know it when I see

it" approach, some firearms and toolmark examiners base their identity detenninations on

the CMS (consecutive matching striae) criterion propounded by Biasotti and Murdock in
1997. See Biasott~ Murdock & Moran, supra, at 621. The development ofCMS was
motivated by the recognition of "[aln almost complete lack offuctual and statistical data
pertaining to the problem of establishing identity in the field of firearms identification

.... " Biasotti, A Statistical Study, supra, at 34. CMS was intended to be a scientifically
superior alternative to the traditional, subjective approach that many examiners fullow to

this day. See Biasott~ Principles ojEvidence Evaluation, supra, at 429 ("lfwe accept the
present apparent state of development as adequate and believe that no objective statistical
data for establishing identity can be developed, then the subject of firearms and tool mark
identification will remain essentially an art limited by the intuitive ability ofindividual
practitioners.").
28.

The rivalry between CMS and the traditional, subjective approach was

emphasized by Stephen O. Bunch, Unit Chief ofthe FBI fireanns and toolmark
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laboratory, in Consecutive Matching Striation Criteria: A General Critique, 45(5) J.
Forens. Sci 955,passim (2000). According to Bunch:
Since AI Biasotti conducted his original identification-criteria research in
the 1950's, the debate over the relative virtues of objective and subjective
methods in furensic firearms identification - specifically over the virtues
of counting consecutive matching striations on bullets - has blown hot and
cold. Recently, the debate has heated up, in part owing to the Supreme
Court's decision in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc . ... (I]n
view ofits increasing popularity, this paper sets out to critically examine
consecutive matching striation (CMS) models ....

Iii. at 955. Many other examiners acknowledge the fundamental disagreement, within the
field offirearms and tooImark identification, as to the relative merits ofCMS and the
traditional, subjective approach. See, e.g., Cbampod, Baldwin, Taron~ Buckleton, supra,
at 311-15; Kevan Walsh & Gerhard Weyers, ToolmarkIdentification: Can WeDetennine

a Criterion?, 29 Interlaces 4- 5 (Jan.- Mar.2002), available at http://www.forensicsCi!mre=society.org.ukJinter2!1pdf, Bruce Moran, Comments and Clarification 0/

Responses/rom a Member 0/ the AFTE 2001 Criteria/or Identification o/Toolmarks
Discussion Panel, 35(1) AFTE J. 55, passim (Winter 2003). See also United States v.
Glynn. 578 F.Supp.2d at 574 & n.12 (referring to eMS and stating that "[a]lthough
attempts have been made to introduce ..• minimum standards and 'protocols' into
ballistics analysis, such attempts have not yet met with g~neral acceptance .... ").
29.

Recently, Ronald Nichols has departed from the widespread perception of

a disciplinary divide betweeu proponents of CMS and those who adhere to the traditionaL
"I know it when 1 see it" approach. He has insisted that "CMS is not a more objective
way of perfurming examinations but simply a means by which an examiner can descnbe
what he or she is observing in a striated tooImark comparison." Nichols, Defending the
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ScientifIC Foundations, supra, at 590. At the same time, Nichols has descnbed eMS as
an attempt ''to standardize the concept of the best-known nonmatch discipline- wide." [d.
30.

These two descriptions ofCMS cannot both be true, given Nichols's own

recognition that under the traditional approach, "difference[s] between examiners as to
what constitutes the best-known non-match situation" make it "not surprising" and ''not
necessarily unexpected" for (;lxammers to disagree about whether an inconclusive or an
identification is the proper conclusion in a particular case. Transcript of hearing, United
State~' 11.

Diaz (N.D. CaL January 24, 2007) at 51; Ronald Nichols, A Response to Recent

Challenges, supra, at 26.

If; as Nichols claims, CMS is not "a different method than has

been practiced throughout the years" (Defending the Scientific Foundations. supra,

at

590), the CMS identification criterion must be such a malleable standard that when
examiners disagree, as they do under the traditional approach, they each can manipulate
CMS to show that they are right. To contnbute to standardization, however, the CMS
criterion must be inflexible enough to settle disagreements that arise under the traditional
approach
31.

Nichols to the contrary, eMS is most favorably viewed as an attempt to

use statistical empirical studies to formulate a cut-offpoint of numbers of consecutive
matching striae at which the likelihood that another tool would produce too1marks that do
as good ajob at matching the evidence too1mark as the toolmarks produced by the
suspect tool is so exceedingly small that, fur all practical purposes, the suspect tool can
be identified as the unique source of the evidence too1mark. In accord with this, the NRC
Forensic Science R.eport states that, "R.ecent research has attempted to develop a
statistical foundation for assessing the likelihood that more than one tool could have
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made specific marks by assessing consecutive matching striae, but this approach is used
in a minority of cases." Supra at 5-20 n.63. See also, e.g., Champod, Baldwin, Taron~ &
Buckleton, supra, at 310-11; Walsh & Wevers, supra, at S. However, although eMS is
superior to the traditional, sUbjective approach in that it is at least an attempt to develop
statistical empirical fuundations fur firearms and toolmark identification, eMS is a highly

impe/fect attempt. Cf. David Howitt, Fred Tulleners, Karen Cebra & Shialm Chen, A
Calculation ofthe Theoretical Significance ofMatched BulJet~·, 53 (4) J. Forens. Sci. 868
(2008) (''The idea that there is an absolute cut-offin terms of the number of
consecutively corresponding striae that constitutes a match is of course UIlrealistic .... ").
32.

Major problems, which even its supporters recognize, are that the eMS

identification criterion applies only to striated toohnarks, not to impression toohnarks
such as firing pin impressions or breech face marks. See. e.g.. Kristen A. Tomasett~

Analysis of the Essential Aspects ofStriated Toolmark Examination and the Methods for
IdentifICation, 34(3) AFTE 1. 289,298 (Summer 2002); Ronald Nichols. Consecutive
Matching Striae (eMS). 35(3) AFTE J. 298, 305 (2003). In addition, the CMS criterion
is intended to be applied to individual, rather than subclass, characteristics of toolmarks.
Misidentifications will result it; in applying the criterion, examiners mistake subclass
characteristics tor individual characteristics. eMS does nothing to decrease the difficulty
of distinguishing between subclass and individual characteristics. See. e.g.• Jerry Miller,

Criteriafor Identification of Toolmarks Part II, 32 (2) AFfE J. 116, 127 (2000); Walsh
& Wevers,

33.

~'upra, at 4;

Biasotti, Murdock & Moran, supra. at 621.

In additioll, there are ongoing scientific disputes about whether the

objectivity ofCMS is undermined by the fact that "line counting is inherently a
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subjective process."

Tomasett~ supra.

at 298. See a/so Charles Meyers, Some Basic

Bullet Striae Con.siderations, 34(2) AFTE I. 158, 158-59 (Spring 2002); Bunch, supra. at
959; Werner Deinet, Comments on the Application ojTheoretical Probability Models

including Bayes Theorem irl Forensic Science Relating Firearms and Tool Marks, 39(1)
AFTE J. 4, 6 (Winter 2007) ("Very often, two independent experts will get different
results concerning the total number of striae and the number of matching striae.").
Another major scientific dispute pertains to whether the eMS criterion has been derived
from relevant and representative databases. See Walsh & Wevers, supra, at 4 (''Criticism
may now fucus on the applicability of transferring the [eMS) criterion from one set of
class features to another. Is the method detennined by studies ofbullet striae also
applicable to screwdriver striae or even within sets of bullets of varying quality
toolmarks?,'). Cf Champod, Baldwin, Taroni, & Buckleton, supra, at 313 ("What we
really needed [in order to oonvert eMS into a rigorous probability model] was the highest
number ofCMS noted in the whole bullet. We cannot see how to get this data from Mr.
Biasotti's paper .... ").
34.

These scientific reservations about eMS contrast with Bunch's position

that because the attempt to develop statistical empirical foundations fur firearms and
toolmark identification would invite scrutiny by the broader scientific community, "the
benefit of the doubt should go to the traditional methods." Bunch, supra. at 962.
Indeed, the firearm-toolmark community could commit a long-term
mistake by underestimating the scope of the research required to truly
validate a eMS regime. As the history of DNA validatioll has revealed,
hard scientific research and the attendant statistical analyses can elicit
equally hard questions that scrutinize every level of analysis and
interpretation. .,. The point is, if eMS criteria are widely adopted, we can
rest assured that tough questions eventually will be raised in court,
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possibly by high-powered scientists and statisticians hired by oppOsing
counsel
Id. at 959-60. Contrary to Bunch's negative opinion of the scientific challenges that were

brought against forensic DNA in court, the NRC Forensic Science Report found that ''no
forensic method other than nuclear DNA analysis has been rigorously shown to have the
capacity to consistently and with a high degree of certainty support conclusions about
'individualization'," and that One reason fur the superiority of forensic DNA is that
"[fJrom the beginning, eminent scientists contributed their expertise to ensuring that
DNA evidence offered in a courtroom would be valid and reliable." Supra at 3-2, 3-11.
According to the Report, the vigorous courtroom challenges and the two reports that the
NRC issued on forensic DNA in 1992 and 1996 contributed to scientific progress. "As a
result, principles of statistics and population genetics that pertain to DNA evidence were
clarified, the methods for conducting DNA analysis and declaring a match became less
subjective, and quality assurance and quality control protocols were designed to improve
laboratory performance." Supra at 3-12.

35.

In his article, Bunch also cautioned against attempts to develop statistical

empirical foundations on the ground that firearms and toohnark examiners ''may fail to
understand or appreciate the research and the logic of interpreting this type of evidence.
Thus they may find it difficult to explain them to judge and jury. .•. [This] could be a
blow to the profession and to the adnlinistration of justice." ld at 960. Contrary to
Bunch, former forensic scientist Andre A. Moenssens deplored the facts that "[m]any of
the witnesses who testuy as experts for the prosecution are not truly scientists, but better
fit the label of 'technicians'" and that "[s]ometimes these experts, trained in one forensic
discipline, have little or no knowledge of the study ofprobabllities, and never even had a
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college level course in statistics." Novel Scientific Evidence in Criminal Cases: Some

Words o/Caution, 84 J. Crim. L. & Criminology I, 5 &19 (1993). See also NRC
Forensic Science Report, S7./pra, at S-14, S-15, 2-19 (recogni2ing the need for
improvements in forensic science education).
36.

In addition to their vast disagreements about identity criteria, firearms and

too1mark examiners may disagree about whether to reach an identification conclusion in a
particular case. Not only different firearms and too1mark examiners, but the same
examiner over the course of time, are likely to have different mind's eye identification
criteria and therefore reach different conclusions in regard to the same evidence. See
Erich D. Smith, Cartridge Case and Bullet Comparison Study with Firearms Submitted in

Casework, 36(4) AFTE 1. 130 (2004) ("Despite the goal for the threshold which
examiners develop during training to be consib'tent among qualified examiners;[sic] the
subjective point for an identification for qualified examiners may not be equal for any
given group of examiners, and over time, the threshold of an individual examiner may
change."). Ronald Nichols has stated that when examiners disagree about the conclusion
warranted in a particular case, the cowt should recognize that the discipline lacks
standards for resolving such disputes and therefore "appropriately assign ... the task of
weight to the jury." A Response to Recent Challenges, supra, at 26.
37.

The absence of agreed-upon, objective criteria fur resolving disputes

about whether identification conclusions are warranted in a particular case means that a
day-to-day error rate cannot be calculated fur the discipline offirearms and toolmark
identification. See United States v. Diaz, Slip Copy, NO. CR 05-00167 WHA, at *9
(N.D.Cal. Feb 12,2007) ("No true errorrate will ever be calculated so long as the
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firearm-examiner community continues to rely on the subjective traditional pattem
matching method of identification."); Richard Grzybowski, Jerry Miller, Bruce Moran,
John Murdock, Ron Nichols & Robert Thompson, Firearm Too/mark Identification:

Passing the Reliability Test under Federal and State Evidentiary Standards, 35 (2) AFTE
J. 209, 219 (Spring 2003).

38.

An accurate estimate of day-to-day error rates cannot be derived from the

only Widely used proficiency tests, the Collaborative Testing Services ("CTS") tests.
Contrary to Nichols's position that the ers test results "can offer to the court a reliable
practical indicator of how often the profession, using accepted procedure, practices, and
controls, makes a false identification," ers itself cautions that the results on its tests "are
not intended to be an overview of the quality of work performed in the profession and
cannot be interpreted as such." Nichols, De/ending the Scientific Foundations, supra, at
592; ers, Firearms Examination Test No. 07-526 Summary Report at 1,
h1tp://www_collaborativetesting.comlr~0rts/2726

web.pdf(2007). The authors of the

classic study of proficiency testing of forensic scientists, Joseph L. Peterson and Penelope
Markham, explained in 1995 that there are two fundamental problems with using results
on the ers tests as a proxy for day-to-day error rates. First, the CTS tests are declared,
rather than blind. Second, the tests present examiners with simpler problems than they
encounter in actual casework. See Peterson and Markham, Crime Laboratory Proficiency

Testing Results, 1978-1991. I, 40 J. Forensic Sci 994, 997 (1995) ("Peterson &
Markham!"). See also NRC Forensic Science Report, supra, at 7-12 (stating that
ASCLD/Lab recommends blind proficiency testing "as a more precise test of a worker's
accuracy"); Grzybowski et at, supra, at 219 ("Since large numbers 0 f tests ha ve to be
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produced [by CTS) to unifonn requirements, most tend to be rather straightforward /Uld
of only moderate difficulty."); Biasott~ Murdock & Moran, supra, at 611-12. Examiners
themselves have criticized the ers tests for being too

easy. See, e.g., CTS, Firearms

Examination Test No. 06-526 Sum~ry Report. at 42,
ht1;lJ://www.collaborativetesting.comlregortsl2626_web.pdf (2006) (comment that the
2006 CTS cartridge Case test ''was straight forward and very easy. It took only a few
minutes to make correct associations using toolmarks devoid of sub-class intluence.... I
suggest that you consider making the test more of a challenge in order to determine an
error rate really reflective of actual casework where borderline cases are not

unconunon"); Firearms Examination Test No. 05-527 Summary Report, at 21,
http://www.collaborativetesting.com/regortsl2527 Web.pdf (2005) (test taker's comment

!bat the CTS firearms identification test administered in 2005 "was very easy. The class
features of the firing pin in the firearm used to discharge Items 1 and 3 [the cartridge
cases not fired from the suspect gun] was [sic] so different it could be eliminated virtually
with the naked eye."). See also Transcript of hearing, United States v. Brown, No. 05 Cr.
538 at 1193 (S.D.N.Y. June 13, 2008) (Judge Rakoff concludes, on the basis oftestimony

about the problems with the ers tests, that ''there is no known error rate in any well
developed sense" fur firearms and toolmark identification).
39.

Although a discipline-wide error rate cannot be calculated fur firearms and

toolmark identification, in spring 2008, the Detroit police chief temporarily shut down the
Detroit Police Fireanlls Unit laboratory /Uld ordered an audit of its operations after errors
were found in a double homicide case. In September 2008, the laboratory Was
permanently shut down after the audit by the Michigan State Police Forensic Science
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Division found that the Detroit laboratory had llllIde misidentifications in three out of
thirty-three adjudicated cases from the Wayne County Prosecutor's Office. Nick
Brinkley, ''Detroit Police Lab Is Closed After Audit Finds Serious ElTOrs in Many
Cases," The New York Times, September 25, 2008, available at
http://www.nytimes.coml2ooS/09/26/us/26detrojt.htm!. According to the Preliminary
Audit Report, "In total, this equates to approximately 10% of the completed firearms
cases having significant errors. On aVerage, the DPD fireanns unit analyzes 1,800 cases
per year. If this 10% error rate holds, the negative impact on the judicial system would
be substantial, with a strong likelihood of wrongful convictions and a valid concern about
numerous appeals." Michigan State Police Forensic Science Division, Detroit Police

Firearms Unit Preliminary Audit Findings as ofSeptember 23, 2008, at 3, available at
http://www.policeissues.comlDetroit PD crime lab.pdf The same 10% error rate was

-

reported in the final audit report Issued in October 2008. Naomi R Patton, ''Worthy
Blasts Detroit Police for Audit's Findings on Crime Lab," Detroit Free Press, October 29,
2008, available at
ht1;p;llwww.sado.orglcrimelab/Worthx%20blast%20Detroit%2Qpolice%2010-2908%200FP.pdf. In December 2008, the Wayne County prosecutor responded to the
audit's findings by creating a Forensic Evidence Review Unit to re-evaluate every case
involving firearms evidence from 2003 on. In addition, the prosecutor offured to have
firearms evidence retested in any other cases in which detense attorneys, defendants,
inmates or their fiunilies made a request. The prosecutor expected the review process to
take at least three years. Carol Lundberg, "Plan to Retest Forensic Evidence for Mich.
Prisoners Will Take At Least 3 Years," Michigan Lawyers Weekly. December 20,2008,
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available at htt.p://www.correc!ionsone.comlnewsl1768052-PIan-to-retest-forensicevidence--for-Mich-prisoners-will-take-at-3-years; Ben Sclunitt, "Worthy Creates Unit to
Review Gun Cases," Detroit Free Press, December 13, 2008, available at
http://www.free~.comlartic1el20081213/NEWS02l812130333. Cf

NRC Forensic

Science Report, supra at 1-10 ("The insistence by some fOrensic practitioners that their
disciplines employ methodologies that have perfect accuracy and produce no errors has
hampered efforts to evaluate the usefulness of the forensic science disciplines."); United

States v. Glynn, 578 F.Supp.2d at 574 (deploring "the tendency of ballistics experts ... to
make assertions that their matches are certain beyond all doubt, that the error rate of their
methodology is 'zero,' and other such pretensions"); Williams v. Quarterman. 551 F.3d
352, 355-56 (5 1h Cir. 2008) (Houston Police Department firearms and toolmark examiner
mistakently concluded that the defendant's .Z5-caliber pistol, rather than the cooperating
witness's .22-caliber pistol, had fired the bullet recovered from the decedent's head).
40.

An additional severe problem with tireanns and toolmark identification is

confirmation bias. See, e.g.. Michael Risinger, Michael J. Saks, William C. Thompson &
Robert Rosenthal, The DaubertiKumho Implicatiom' of Observer EfJects in Forensic

Science: Hidden Problems ofExpectation and Suggestion, 90 Calif L. Rev.! (2002)
(discussing confirrilation bias and other cognitive biases that infect furensic scientists'
day-to-day work); NRC Forensic Science Report, supra. at 6-6 ("Reconunendation 5:
The [proposed] National Institute of Forensic Science (NlFS) should encourage
research programs on human observer bias and sources of human error in forensic
examinations,"). C/.ltiel E. Dror & David Charlton, Why Experts Make Errors, 56(4) 1.

Forens. Sci. 600 (2006) (reporting experiments in which, when presented with biasing
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contextual infurmation, two·thirds of experts changed the decisions that they had
previously reached in regard to fingerprint identification in real criminal cases). Judge
Gertner's description of the examination in Green is true of many, ifnot most, firearms
and toolmark examinations conducted in the United States. ''The only weapon [the
examiner] was shown was the suspect one; the only inquiry was whether the shell casings
found earlier matched it. It was, in effect, an evidentiary 'show-up,' not what scientists
would regard as a 'blind' test. [The examiner] was not asked to try to match the casings
to the other test·fired Hi Point weapons in police custody, or any other gun for that
matter, an examination more equivalent to an evidentiary 'line-up.' His work was
reviewed by another officer, who did the same thing -- checked his conclusions under the
same conditions -- another evidentiary ·show·up.... 405 F.Supp.2d at 107-08. See a/so
Evan Thompson & Jan De Kinder, Range o/Exclusions. 38(1) AFrE J. 51 (Winter 2006)
("Rathel' than exclude a particular firearm Or too~ most firearm/toolmark examiners
probably find it tar easier to include by reporting that 'this bullet was fired ·from a
particular firearm' or 'this screwdriver was responsible tor the striated toolmark left on
the door. '''). Confirmation bias also arises from firearms and toolmark examiners'
practice of peer reviewing work only when identifications are reached. "[I)fthe expert
doing the check only ever checks positive matches, then his perception will be that
whenever he sits at the microscope to conduct a peer review of casework, he will expect
to see a positive match!" Gerard Dutton, Commentary; Ethics in Forensic Firearms

Investigation. 37(2) AFTE J. 79, 82'(Spring 2005). See also Commonwealth 0/
Massachusetts v. Meeks and Warner, NO. CRlMA. 2002·10961, CRlM.A 2003-10575,
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2006 WL 2819423 (Mass.Super. Sep 2g, 2006) (''Ideally, [peer review] would be 'blind'
and done with respect to every examjnation. ").

41.

A danger of cognitive bias also arises from the close working relationships

that fireanns and toolmark examiners and other forensic scientists have with law
enfOrcement and the prosecution. The NRC Forensic Science Report found that
"[tJorensic scientists who sit administratively in law enforcement agencies or
prosecutors' offices, or who are hired by those units, are subject to a general risk of bias."

Supra, at 6·2. Accordingly, one of the principal recommendations of the Report was that
Congress provide financial incentives fur states and localities to make their forensic
laboratories independent.
Recommendation 4:
To improve the seientific bases offorensic science examinations and to
maximize independence from or autonomy within the law
enforcement commnnity, Congress should authorize and appropriate
incentive funds to the National Institute of Forensic Science (NIFS)
for allocation to state and local jurisdictions for the purpose of
removing all public: forensic laboratories and facilities from the
administrative control of law enforcement agencies or
prosecutors' offices.
NRC Forensic Science Report, supra, 6-7.
On the basis of the NRC Report, Justice Scalia recently reasoned, in Melendez-Diaz v.

Massachusetts, that it is crucial for the defense to be able to cross-examine forensic
scientists because "[a] furensic analyst responding to a request from a law enforcement
official may feel pressure-or have an incentive-to alter the evidence in a mauner
favorable to the prosecution." 2009 WL 178946g at .g.
42.

Scrutiny offirearms and toolmark identification by the broader scientific

community has been stymied by a lack ofready access to firearms and tooImark
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examiners' publications. Cf. NRC Forensic Science Report, supra, at 1-6 ("The fact is
that many forensic tests - such as those used to infer the source oftooImarks or bite
marks - have never been exposed to stringent scientific scrutiny."); Jay D. Aronson,
GENETIC WITNESS: SCIENCE, LAW AND CONTROVERSY IN THE MAKING OF
DNA PROFILING (2007) (explaining how input from the broader scientific community
led to the establishment of firmer scientific fuundations for forensic DNA). The vast
majority of articles by firearms and toolmark examiners are published in the Al<"TE
Journal, which is not available on-line to the public, even at a cost. On-line access to the
AFTE Journal is restricted to AFTE members, who must be "practicing firearm and/or
toolmark examiners [or] student trainees in the profession of firearm and/or tooImark
identification." The sole exceptions are Honorary Memberships "conferred upon
individuals in recognition of distinguished service to the Association or to the field of
firearm and/or toolmark examination" and ''Technical Advisor" memberships conferred
upon "[djesignated employees of manufacturers ot'products used or encountered in the
investigation of firearm or tooImark evidence, or specialists in closely related fields,
whose area of expertise would be beneficial to the Association." See AFTE Membership
Information, at http://www.afte.orgiMembershipimembership.htm;AFTENews.at
www.afte.org ("Monday October 13, 2008 AFrE Journals Online- The AFTE
Journals previously available on CD ROM have been converted to PDF files and can now
be downloaded by AFrE members via the Journal Search page"). Although Ilonmembers may subscribe to the paper version, the AFTE Journal is found in only the John
Jay College of Criminal Justice hbrary and one other hbrary on the East Coast; in the Bay
Area, the nearest library with the AFrE Joumal is the U.C. Davis Law School Library.
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Cf NRC Forensic Science Report, supra, at 5·17 ("Most of the research in the field (of
impression evidence, including the subfield offirearms and tooImark identification] is
conducted in forensic laboratories, with the results published in trade journals, such as the
Journal ofForensic Identification.").

43.

In addition to suffering from the severe systemic scientific problems with

firearms and toolmark identification, the identifications in this case were reached through
procedures that departed from accepted practices within the field. See United States v.
Monteiro, 407 F.Supp.2d at 358 (stating that "this Court must evaluate the reliability of

not only the general field of tooImark identification but also the application by Sgt.
WOOdleton"). In reaching the identifications in this case, the prosecution expert,
Detective Luis Fontanez, failed to supply the documentation that the discipline of
firearms and toolmark identification requires examiners to provide to support their
conclusions. See United States v. Monteiro, 407 F.Supp.2d at 355 (holding that "the
expert opinion is inadmissible because it fails to comport with the standards for
documentation and peer review in the ballistics [sic] field"); United States v. Green, 405
F.Supp.2d at 46; NRC Ballistics Imaging Report, supra, at 84-85 (stating that "[t]he
committee agrees with the basic point: statements on toolmark matches (including legal
testimony) should be supported ... by the notes and documentation made by examiners
.... "); NRC Forensic Science Report, supra. at 6-3 ("As a general matter, laboratory
reports generated as the result ofa scientific analysis should be complete and thorough.").
An article quoted inMonteiro makes it clear that the standard of the field is
documentation of each and every observation that led to an examiner's conclusions.
Without such documentation, meaningful peer review is impossible, lIS a second
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examiner cannot detennine what observations were the basis fur the first examiner's
conclusions.
In other words, for our work to be valid, it must be verifiable to other
examiners. This means that other examiners must be able to repeat the
work and come to the same conclusions. Therefore, the data that we
gather should provide a well-defined "roadmap" as to what experiments
we perfonned to answer the question(s) posed, what data was gathered,
and a clear demonstration of the evidence from which we supported our
conclusion(s). This mechanism of communication among scientists is a
substantial part of the process of verification.
Bruce Moran, Photo Documentation 0/ Too/mark ldentiflCations--An Argumenl in

Support, 35 AFI'E J. 174,181 (2003) ("Photo Documenlation"), qllOtedinMonteiro, 407
F.Supp.2d at 368. Similarly, the audit of the 10% rate of misidentifications by the Detroit
Police Firearms Unit emphasized the need for thorough documentation. "Notes,
photographs, sketches and/or other examination documentation are almost nonexistent in
the case file records to support the conclusions of the examiners. This lack of supporting

documentation conflicts with the procedures generally accepted in the field for firearms
analysis." Michigan State Police Forensic Science Division, Detroit Police Firearms

Unit Preliminary Audit Findings as 0/ September 23, 2008, supra, at 7. See a/so id. at 34 (noting that since ''the documentation required to complete a thorough review is not
available in the case record file," the Detroit Police Firearms Unit failed to spot problems
that ''would normally be discovered during tec1urical review"). See also AFTE,

Standardization a/Comparison Documentation (Revised: June 13, 2005), 38(1) AFI'E J.
72-73 (Winter 2006) ("At a minimum, the documentation must include interpretable
depictioIJ$ or descriptions of the agreement or disagreement of individual and/or class
characteristics to the extent that another qualified firearm and toolmark examiner, without
the benefit of the evidence itself; can review the case record, understand what was
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compared, and evaluate why the examiner an1ved at the reported conclusion.");
Gryzbowski et al. supra, at 219 (reconunending that each fireanns and toohnark
examiner "graphically demonstrate ... the basis for the opinion with the use of
photographs" and that "comprehensive notes [be] taken that fully support the conclusions
in the laboratory report"); AFTE, Theory ofIdentification as it Relates to Too/marks,
supra, at 86 ("The eltaminer is encouraged to report the objective observations that
support the findings oftoolmark elt8minations. ").
44.

The documentation in this case fell so tar short of the field's requirement

of thorough documentation that United States v. Green's description of the problem
applies.
Consider the forensic scientist who takes poor notes during an
elt8mination and prepares a skimpy report, but then goes back to 'spruce
them 'up' shortly befure trial Even assuming the most honest of
intentions, that examiner is inviting errorS to infiltrate his conclusions arid
his testimony. The error potential of the original skimpy report, which
leaves much to be supplied from memory, filcilitates the creation of
testimony IIlOre consistent with assumptions and later acquired
expectations than would be the case with a more detailed and complete
contemporaneous account.
405 F. Supp. at 121 (citation omitted). In the Results of AnaIysis/Opinions/lnterpretation
section ofhis Microscopic Analysis Report, Detective Fontanez stated that his conclusion
that cartridge cases LFl-S were all fired from the same unknown gun was ''based on
sufficient agreement of class and individual characteristics of the firing pin and
breechface impressions." However, he failed to support his conclusion that the
resemblances between the firing pin and breech face marks were "sufficient" to show that
LFI-LFS must have been fired from the same gun with either photomicrographs,
diagrams, or narrative descriptiollS of the resemblances he observed. In the Results of
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AnalysisiOpinions/lnterpretation sectio~ Detective Fontanez further concluded that
defurmed copper jacket LF-6 and defurmed piece of copper jacketed lead bullet LF·8
were both fired from the same, unidentified gun ''based on sufficient agreement of class
and individual characteristics of the land and groove impressions." However, the
documentation in this case does not indicate what the class characteristics ofLF·6 and
LF·8 were; neither in the Microscopic Analysis Report nor anywhere else did Detective
Fontanez indicate, either in narrative form or through photographs or diagrams, the
number, width Or direction of twist of the lands and grooves that he observed on either
LF·6 or LF·8. Detective Fontanez also tailed to provide either photomicrographs,
diagrams, or narrative acco unts to support his conclusion that the agreement in the
individual characteristics of the toolmarks on the land and groove impressions was
"sufficient" to show that LF-6 and LF-8 must have been fired from the same unidentified
gun. Detective Fontanez's fitilure to provide documentation fur the identification

conclusions in this case is similar to his fitilure in United States v. Damian Brown et al.,
05 Cr. 538 (2008). The record oftha Daubert hearing in Brown was incorporated by

reference into the record of the Dal4bert hearing in United States v. Glynn, 578 F.Supp.2d
567. 568·69 (SDNY 2008), and 1udge Rakoff stated in Glynn:
In Brown, the Government's expert, Detective Luis Fontanez, initially

proposed to effectively deprive the jury of any role whatever by testifYing
to his conclusions without presenting to the jury any photographs of the
microscopic comparisons he performed in the course ofhis analysis,
thereby preventing the jury from making the comparisons for itself. Had
the Government persisted in this position, the Court would not have
admitted the testimony at all.
578 F.Supp.2d at 574 n.l3. See abo United States v. Monteiro. 407 F.Supp.2d 351
(D.Mass. 2006) (excluding firearms and toohnark identification testimony on the ground
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that "Sgt. Weddleton did not make any sketches or take any photographs" and his notes
"contain no description of what led Sgt. Weddleton to his conclusions"); Ramirez v.

State. 810 So.2d 836, 850-51 (Fla. 2001) (criticizing the prosecUtion experts' testimony
that ''the examining technician generally takes no photomicrographs ... because lay
persons would not be able to understand the identification process" and that ''they [did]
not prepare notes or written reports delineating the basis tor identifications because to do
so would not be helpful"); MAJOR JULIAN S. HATCHER, TEXTBOOK OF
FIREARMS INVESTIGATION, IDENTIFICATION AND EVIDENCE 282 (1935)
("After the investigator has found that the bullets do or do not match, the next thing is to
record the findings photographically. Photographs taken through the comparison
microscope with the two bullets in place and the lines matched up are made .... "); Moran,

Photo Documematioh. supra, at 186 (''Photographic documentation of the visual process
of viewing pattern match through a comparison microscope, supplemented by good hand
written notes, is the most appropriate means to allow other [experts to critically evaluate
the conclusions made].").
45.

The peer review in this case did nothing to correct Detective Fontanez's

failure to document his conclusions. The teclmical reviewer, Detective Jonathan Fox,
simply signed that he had verified the report; he provided neither photomicrographs,
diagrams, or notes to indicate the basis for his agreement. See United States v. Green.
405 F.Supp. 2d 104, I 16 (D.Mass. 2005) (stating that the peer review procedures in the
case were inadequate ''because there are no notes of this subsequent review and no
indication it was blind testing. The second examiner knew that O'Shea had already
identified a match. "). In addition, the review in this case failed to confonn to the
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standard that "A case review should be conducted by a minimum of two personnel. The
review should consist of an administrative review and a technical review." KELLY
PYREK, FORENSIC SCIENCE UNDER SIEGE 47 (2007). Ahhough the Results of
AnalysislOpinions/Interpretation Sheet indicates that Sergeant Sean Hopkins was
supposed to have performed the administrative review in this case, the Sergeant did not
sign that he had done so. Administrative review is needed to ensure that laboratory
reports adhere to laboratory policy. [d.
46.

Additionally, the identifications in this case were reached in disregard of

the warning, in the AFTE Theory ofIdentification, that "Caution should be exercised in
distinguishing SUBCLASS CHARACTERISTICS from INDIVIDUAL
CHARACTERISTICS." 30 AFTE J. at 88. The discovery in this case does not indicate
that Detective Fontanez made any attempt to rule out the possibility of subclass
characteristics or even that he was aware of the distinction between subclass and
individual characteristics. The failure to take account of the possibility of subclass
characteristics was particularly problematic because the identifications in this case were
made in the absence of a gun. As explained in para. 20 above, the absence of a gun that
could be examined or test fired created an especially severe risk that Detective
Fontanez's conclusions that a single, unknown gun fired cartridge cases LFI-S and that
deformed copper jacket LF-6 and deformed bullet LF-8 were both fired from a single,
unknown gun were based on confusing subclass with individual characteristics. Sfle
Sexton v. State. 93 S.W.2d 96, 101 (Tex.Ct.App.2002) (excluding testimony identifying

cartridge cases as having been worked through the same magazine where the magazine
had not been recovered and was therefore not available for examination); Monteiro. 407
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F.Supp.2d at 364 (citing Sexton v. State for the proposition that "[s]tonu clouds, however,
are gathering [in regard to the admission of firearms and toolmark identification
testimony]" (footnote omitted». The danger of misidentifications was further increased
because the discovery does not indicate that Detective Fontanez made any attempt to
determine what makes and models ofguns would have been capable of tiring the five 45
auto cartridge cases, LFI-5. Since Detective Fontanez did not record the number, width
or direction of twist of the lands and grooves on LF-6 or LF-8, he could not possibly have
narrowed down the makes and models of guns that would have been capable offiring
these bullet fragments. Due to his failure to detenuine what makes and models of guns
could have fired cartridge cases LFl-5 and bullet fragments LF-6 and LF-8, Detective
Fontanez could not possibly have used knowledge of how various types of guns are
manufactured to determine whether the matching characteristics he found were subclass
or individual characteristics. See Nichols, A Response to Recent Challenges, supra, at 15
("[T]here is not one conscientious firearms and tooImark examiner who would suggest
that personal familiarity with tool finishing processes and their effects on tool surfaces is
anything but vital to the proper understanding of subclass characteristics. Without such
knowledge and appreciation of manufacturing techniques, examiners would have no way
of ascertaining if subclass charactem'tics could exist.").
47.

Detective Fontanez's failure to take account of the possibility of subclass

characteristics was also especially problematic because his cartridge case identifioations
were based on breech face marks and firing pin impressions. Prominent firearms and
tooImark examiners have warned that there is an especially great likelihood that breech
face marks and firing pin impressions will reflect subclass characteristics of batches of
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gwlS.

See. e.g., Bonfanti & De Kinder, supra, at 5; Nichols, De/ending the Scientific

Foundations, supra. at 588. In basing the bullet identifications in this case on both land
and groove impressions, Detective Fontaue:z failed to take account of Bonfanti and De
Kinder's advice in their classic study of subclass characteristics. To avoid
misidentifications based on confusing subclass with individual characteristics,
"Correspondence between fine striation lines in (the central part) of the land impressions
must be sought. The edges and the groove impressions may display subclass
characteristics." Bonfllnti & De Kinder, supra, at 5 (citations omitted). See also Tr.,

United States v. Damian Brown et at.. OS Cr. 538 at 13 (S.D.N.Y. June 18, 2008)
(statement by Judge Rakoffthat a major factor in his decision to restrict Detective
Fontane:z to testifYing that his identificatiollS were only ''more likely than not" was ''this
witness [Detective Fontanez] indicated that both his standard practice was pretty much to
ignore them [subclass characteristics] and he had ignored them in this case or, that is to
say, made no investigation as to whether they would have been present in this case, and

he didn't know how you could distinguish individual characteristics from subclass
characteristics if they had existed in this case.").
48.

The bullet identifications in this case were additionally problematic

because LF"6 was a "defurmed piece of copper jacket" and LF-8 was a "defurmed piece
of copper jacketed lead bullet." See Request fur Laboratory Analysis Report. The danger

that defurmations in bullets will lead to misidentifications was recently highlighted in the
finding, in the Independent Investigation of the Houston Police Department Crime
Laboratory and Property Room, that a .22 calIber bullet "was misidentified as a .25
calIber bullet because distortions caused the bullet fragment to exlubit apparent
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similarities in class characteristics to those of a .25 calIber bullet." See Michael R.
Bromwich, Final Report of the Independent Investigator for the Houston Police

Department Crime Laboratory and Property Room 280 (JlUJ.e 13, 2007), available at
htt,p://www.hpdlabinvestisation.orglreportsl070613reJI0rt.pdf Moreover, since Detective
Fontanez did not identify the brand of ammunition of either distorted copper jacket LF-6
Or distorted bullet LF-8, he could not posSIbly have taken accolUJ.t of the differences in
toolmarks that may result when a gun fires different makes of ammunition. See, e.g.,
Bruce Moran, Firearms Examiner Expert Witness Testimony, 32 (3) AFTE J. 231, 237
(Summer 2000) (stating that "the type ofammlUJ.ition can have an effect on the manner in
which a bullet is marked during its passage down the gun barrel"); Benjamin Bachracb. A

Statistical Validation ofthe Individuality of Guns using 3D Images ofBullets, Grant
Number 97-LB-VX-0008, Final Report at 22 (National Institute of Justice 2006),
available at http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffilesllnij/srantsl2l3674.pdf(''Whenever an
evidence bullet is folUJ.d in a crime scene and test fires are performed to attempt an
identification with a suspect gun, firearms examiners traditionally try to use either the
same ammunition brand or a similar ammunition as that of the evidence bullet. An
important conclusion ... of this study was to validate practice. ").
49.

For the reasons stated above, the firearms and toclmark identification

evidence in this case should be excluded because the field of firearms and toolmark
identification is not generally accepted in the relevant scientific community. Even
assuming arguendo that there is general acceptance of the field offirearms and too1mark
identification within the relevant scientific commlUJ.ity, the firearms and toolmark
identification evidence in this case should be excluded because the procedures used to
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reach the identifications in this case did not conform to established b'tandards within the
field.
Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury on July 22, 2009
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